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Abstract
We argue that, within the realm of gauge-gravity duality, for a large class of systems in a
steady-state there exists an effective thermodynamic description. This description comes
equipped with an effective temperature and a free energy, but no well-defined notion of
entropy. Such systems are described by probe degrees of freedom propagating in a much
larger background, e.g. Nf number of N = 2 hypermultiplets in N = 4 SU(Nc) super Yang-
Mills theory, in the limit Nf  Nc. The steady-state is induced by exciting an external
electric field that couples to the hypermultiplets and drives a constant current. With various
stringy examples, we demonstrate that an open string equivalence principle determines a
unique effective temperature for all fluctuations in the probe-sector. We further discuss
various properties of the corresponding open string metric that determines the effective
geometry which the probe degrees of freedom are coupled to. We also comment on the
non-Abelian generalization, where the effective temperature depends on the corresponding
sector of the fluctuation modes.a
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2
1 Introduction
Quantum Field Theory (QFT) provides us with an extremely rich framework in which we can
formulate and analyze a microscopic description of various degrees of freedom in Nature, their
interactions and emerging phenomenology. The standard treatment, such as through summing
up Feynman diagrams etc. however, is completely perturbative and relies the existence of a
suitable (dimensionless) small coupling in which the putative perturbation can be carried out.
Unfortunately, the existence of such a small coupling is far from guaranteed in physical
systems. In fact, recent experimental endeavours have produced numerous examples of strongly-
coupled systems across a wide range of energy-scales, such as the quark-gluon plasma (QGP) at
the Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC) and the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) at TeV-scale
(see e.g. [1]), or the cold atoms at unitarity at eV-scale (see e.g. [2]). A plethora of strong-
coupling physics data currently confronts us for a theoretical handle and understanding of the
same from a first principle calculation.
Notwithstanding the non-perturbative formulations in QFT, the likes of Schwinger-Dyson
equation or Ward-Takahashi identities that result from an underlying symmetry of the path
integral, the so-called AdS/CFT correspondence[3] has emerged to be an excellent tool for qual-
itative understanding of strong-coupling physics.1 The core of this correspondence is rooted in
a more general gauge-string duality, for which a vast number of large Nc, SU(Nc)-type gauge
theories can be explored.
Moreover, gauge-string duality turns out to be very crucial to analyze time-dependent (hence
out-of-equilibrium) physics at strong coupling. Typically, we only have a handful of examples
where such questions can be completely addressed within a QFT-framework, see e.g. recent
works in [6]. Moreover, many of these efforts rely heavily on conformal field theory in (1 + 1)-
dimension, where an infinite dimensional conformal group strongly facilitates the analysis. Thus
the governing principles and universal features, assuming they exist, in a time-dependent system
remains elusive.
Time-dependent aspects in physics typically involve the physics of thermalization or a quench
process, and there is already a vast literature on analysis from a holographic perspective. How-
ever, there is an intermediate state of a system, which is stationary but not static. This is
normally known as the non-equilibrium steady-state (NESS). Such a state is described by a
time-varying microscopic description, that yields a time-independent macroscopic observable.
We know that in equilibrium thermodynamics provides us with a remarkably successful macro-
scopic description of a system, in terms of a handful of extensive and intensive variables. It is
therefore a natural question whether for a steady-state system an “effective” or “analogous”
1See e.g. [4] for a review on some of these applications to particle physics, and [5] for condensed matter-inspired
systems.
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thermodynamic description exists. It is useful to note that an “effective” thermal description of
an inherently non-equilibrium system has already been observed in [7]-[9], in systems at quantum
criticality[10] or aging glass systems[11]. More recently, far from equilibrium physics in a strongly
coupled quantum critical system has been addressed in [12].
In this article, which is a sequel to [13], we will use gauge-string duality to demonstrate that
for a very large class of systems in a steady-state, an effective thermodynamic description holds.
This effective thermodynamic description comes equipped with an effective temperature, i.e. the
intensive variable, but may not come with an “effective entropy”, i.e. the canonically conjugate
extensive variable.
The prototype of our model is as follows: We consider a bath of a large number of degrees
of freedom, and for the time being we will restrict ourselves to the adjoint sector of an SU(Nc)-
gauge theory in the large Nc limit. In this heat bath, we want to introduce a “probe” sector:
typically this would be a fundamental matter sector with Nf number of flavours. We will work
in the limit Nc  Nf . In the dual gravitational description this is equivalent to studying the
embeddings of a probe Dq-brane in the background of a large number of Dp-branes. The steady-
state can be induced in the probe sector by exciting gauge fields on the probe worldvolume; this
in turn corresponds to applying a constant electric field and inducing a steady current. This is
schematically shown in Fig. 1.
Heat Bath
at T
thermal contact
heat transfer suppressed by 
at
(steady state)
Figure 1: A schematic diagram of our steady-state system. Here the O(Nf ) degrees of freedom
are in a steady-state and coupled to a heat bath that consists of O(N2c ) degrees of freedom,
Thus we have a bath of O(N2c ) degrees of freedom kept at a temperature T and we are
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introducing an O(Nf ) probe degrees of freedom which is in thermal contact with the bath. Now
we excite a constant electric field in one of the gauge theory directions, which should drive a
current through Schwinger pair production even at the absence of a charge density. Clearly, there
will be a reverse energy-flux flowing from the probe sector to the heat bath that should eventually
raise the temperature of the bath. However, in the limit Nf  Nc, this energy transfer is Nf/Nc
suppressed.
Note that, the Dp-brane background are solutions of supergravity which essentially arises
from the closed string sector. The dynamics of the probe Dq-branes are described by the Dirac-
Born-Infeld action which arises from the open string sector. We will argue, through various “top-
down” stringy constructions, that an open string equivalence principle determines the effective
thermodynamics.
This article is divided in the following parts: In section 2, we begin reviewing the dynamics
of a probe D7-brane in the background of Nc D3-branes. First we describe the classical physics
and then move on to discuss the fluctuations on the probe. In this section we carefully derive all
possible fluctuations of the D7-brane and argue that the fluctuations on the brane obey an open
string equivalence principle and sense an “effective” temperature. In section 3, we sketch out how
to construct more examples following a similar approach. In section 4, we abstract away from
the specific stringy construction and discuss general properties of the open string metric. In the
next section we demonstrate that the same structure remains true for Schro¨dinger-symmetric
spacetime. In the following section we argue that a richer, but qualitatively similar physics
emerges if we consider the non-Abelian generalization of the DBI-action. Finally we conclude in
section 7. Some technical details have been relegated to two appendices.
2 A model calculation: D3-D7 brane construction
Let us begin by discussing the prototypical model for AdS/CFT, which is obtained by considering
the near-horizon limit of a stack of Nc D3-branes sitting at the tip of a singularity. Let us consider
the singularity to be the tip of a cone whose base is a Sasaki-Einstein 5-manifold, henceforth
denoted by SE5. When the SE5 ≡ S5, the 10-dimensional geometry takes the form AdS5-
Schwarzschild×S5 and the dual field theory is the N = 4 super Yang-Mills (SYM) theory with
an SU(Nc) gauge group.
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The corresponding gravity background is given by2
ds2 =
1
4r2R2
(
−f
2
f˜
dt2 + f˜d~x2
)
+
R2
r2
dr2 +R2dΩ25 , (2.1)
f = 4r4 − b4 , f˜ = 4r4 + b4 , (2.2)
F(5) = (1 + ?) volS5 = dC(4) + dC˜(4) , (2.3)
where t and ~x ≡ {x1, x2, x3} are the field theory space-time directions, r ∈ [b,∞) is the AdS-
radial direction, R is the curvature of AdS and dΩ25 is the metric on a unit 5-sphere. The only
matter field is a self-dual five-form F(5), for which the four-form potential is denoted by C(4) and
C˜(4), whereas ? denotes the Hodge dual operator. The unit sphere metric can be written as
dΩ25 = dθ
2 + cos2 θdΩ23 + sin
2 θdφ2 , (2.4)
dΩ23 = dψ
2 + cos2 ψdβ2 + sin2 ψdγ2 . (2.5)
The parameter b sets the radius of the black hole horizon and correspondingly the black hole
temperature
T =
b
piR2
. (2.6)
Evidently, the zero temperature limit is obtained by setting b = 0. The radius of AdS sets the ’t
Hooft coupling for the dual field theory via R4 = α′2g2YMNc, where α
′ is the string tension and
gYM is the gauge theory coupling.
The matter content of N = 4 SYM is: the gauge field Aµ, four adjoint fermions λ and
three complex scalars Φa (a = 1, 2, 3). This theory has an SU(4) ∼ SO(6) R-symmetry, which
corresponds to the rotational symmetry of the S5 in the dual gravitational description. To
introduce flavours, we need to introduce open string degrees of freedom which can be done by
introducing probe D-branes of various dimensions along the lines of [15]. In particular, we can
add Nf probe D7-branes — with the constraint Nf  Nc to avoid any backreaction — along
the Poincare directions {t, ~x} and wrapping the S3 ⊂ S5. The D7-brane is a codimension 2
object and therefore the profile can be specified by {θ(r), φ(r)}. Using the isometry along the
φ-direction, we can set φ(r) = 0 without any loss of generality and the probe brane profile will
be entirely specified by θ(r).
Before proceeding further, let us offer some comments on the dual gauge theory side3: adding
D7-branes amounts to adding an N = 2 hypermultiplets in the background of N = 4 SYM. The
hypermultiplets consists of two Weyl fermions, denoted by ψ and ψ¯ and two complex scalars,
denoted by q and q¯. Now, {ψ, q} transforms under the fundamental representation of SU(Nc)
2We are using the notation used in [14].
3In reviewing this part, we will closely follow the discussions in [16].
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and {ψ¯, q¯} transforms under the anti-fundamental. The operators corresponding to the D7-brane
profile functions θ and φ can be obtained to be
cos θ ↔ Om = iψ¯ψ + q¯
(
mq +
√
2Φ1
)
q¯† + q†
(
mq +
√
2Φ1
)
q + h.c. , (2.7)
φ↔ Oφ = ψ¯ψ + i
√
2q¯Φ1q¯† + i
√
2q†Φ1q + h.c. , (2.8)
where Φ1 is a complex scalar field in the N = 4 supermultiplet and mq is the mass of the
fundamental quark.
The worldvolume theory is described by a N = 4 SYM coupled to Nf N = 2 hypermultiplets.
In the N = 1 language, the vector multiplet of N = 4 decomposes into the N = 1 vector
multiplet, denoted by Wα, and 3 chiral superfields, denoted by ΦI , with I = 1, 2, 3. The N = 2
matter sector can be written in terms of the N = 1 chiral multiplets denoted by Qr, Q˜r, where
r = 1, . . . , Nf . The complete Lagrangian can be written in the N = 1 notation as
L = Im
[
τ
∫
d4θ
(
tr
(
Φ¯Ie
V ΦIe
−V )+Q†reVQr + Q˜†re−V Q˜r)
+ τ
∫
d2θ (tr (WαWα) +W ) + c.c.
]
, (2.9)
where
W = tr (IJKΦiΦjΦK) + Q˜r (m+ Φ3)Q
r . (2.10)
More details on the degrees of freedom are summarized in table 1, where the SO(4) ≡ SU(2)Φ×
SU(2)R symmetry corresponds to the symmetry of the S
3 wrapped by the D7-brane. The
transverse SO(2) symmetry can be explicitly broken by separating the D7 from the D3-brane
stack, which amounts to setting mq 6= 0.
fields components spin SU(2)Φ × SU(2)R U(1)R ∆ U(Nf )
Φ1,Φ2 X
4, X5, X6, X7 0
(
1
2
, 1
2
)
0 1 1
λ1, λ2
1
2
(
1
2
, 0
) −1 3
2
1
Φ3, Wα X
A
V = (X
8, X9) 0 (0, 0) +2 1 1
λ3, λ4
1
2
(
0, 1
2
)
+1 1 1
vµ 1 (0, 0) 0 1 1
Q, Q˜ qm = (q, q¯) 0
(
0, 1
2
)
0 1 Nf
ψi =
(
ψ, ψ†
)
1
2
(0, 0) ∓1 3
2
Nf
Table 1: Degrees of freedom in the dual field theory.
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The action for the probe D7-brane is given by the Dirac-Born-Infeld (DBI) Lagrangian with
an Wess-Zumino term4
SD7 = −NfTD7
∫
d8ξ det1/2 (P [Gab +Bab] + 2piα
′fab)
+ (2piα′)2
µ7
2
∫
f(2) ∧ f(2) ∧
(
P
[
C(4)
]
+ P
[
C˜(4)
])
, (2.11)
where P [Gab +Bab] denotes the pull-back of the NS-NS sector fields: G denotes the closed-string
background metric and B denotes the NS-NS field; fab is the worldvolume U(1) gauge field on
the probe. The four-form potentials C(4) and C˜(4) yield the self-dual five-form. The collective
coordinates {ξ}-denote D7-brane worldvolume coordinates, TD7 denotes the D7-brane tension
and is given by TD7 = µ7/gs, where gs is the string coupling constant. Finally Nf denotes the
number of probe branes and we need to impose Nf  Nc to suppress backreaction5.
To introduce a steady-state in the probe flavour sector, we will excite the gauge field6
a1(r) = −Et+ a(r) , (2.12)
where the subscript 1 denotes the spatial direction x1. Thus our ansatz (2.12) breaks the SO(3)
rotational invariance down to SO(2). The field E corresponds to the field strength: f1t = E,
which represents a constant electric field in the boundary theory. Note that, only the flavour
degrees of freedom couple to this electric field. The function a(r), which is hitherto undetermined,
plays a more subtle role.
The resulting effective action for the probe D7-brane is given by
SD7 = −TD7
∫
d8ξ
cos3 θ
16r5
[
f˜ 2f 2
(
1 + r2θ′2
)− 4r4 {−f 2f˜a′2 + 4f˜ 2R4E2 (1 + r2θ′2)}]1/2 , (2.13)
where we have set (2piα′) = 1 for convenience and ′ ≡ d/dr. Let us further define the following
dimensionless tilde-variables:
r = br˜ , a(r) = ba˜(r) , E =
b2
R2
E˜ , θ(r) = θ(r˜) with 2piα′ = 1 . (2.14)
The action in (2.13) contains two dynamical functions: θ(r) and a(r). The equation of motion
for a(r) immediately results in a first integral of motion
a˜′ = −4J˜ r˜
√
g˜
g
√√√√(16E˜2r˜4 − g) (1 + r˜2θ′2)
64J˜2r˜6 − g2g˜2 cos6 θ , g = 4r˜
4 − 1 , g˜ = 4r˜4 + 1 . (2.15)
4Here we are using the Lorentzian signature.
5For all practical purposes though, we will set Nf = 1. This simplifies our analysis, otherwise we may need to
worry about the non-Abelian generalization of the DBI-action. We will comment on this later.
6We use a convention in which all gauge fields on the worldvolume are denoted by small letters, and we absorb
the factor of (2piα′) in it.
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where J˜ is an undetermined constant. The asymptotic behaviour of the function a(r) can be
obtained from (2.15)
lim
r˜→∞
a˜(r˜) = 0 +
J˜
2r˜2
+ . . . , (2.16)
where the first term, which is the non-normalizable term in the near-boundary expansion of the
function a˜, is set to zero by hand. Using the derivation in [17], the constant J˜ is related to the
vacuum expectation value of the flavour current which is induced by the applied electric field
〈J1〉 ≡ 〈ψ¯γ1ψ〉 = −(2pi2)b3VR3TD7J˜ , (2.17)
where VR3 represents the volume of the R3.7
Thus the physical meaning of the function a(r) becomes clear: it encodes the response current
in the flavour sector, which is sourced by the applied constant electric field. We will momen-
tarily come back to how this current is determined in terms of the applied electric field and
the temperature of the background. Before discussing further, let us offer a few comments over
the physical meaning of the profile function θ(r). From the action (2.13), it is clear that the
equation of motion for θ is rather involved. Let us instead focus on the large r˜ behaviour, where
the equation of motion becomes
d
dr˜
(
r˜5θ′
)
+ 3r˜3θ = 0 , (2.18)
which yields
θ(r˜) =
m˜
r˜
+
c˜
r˜3
+ . . . , (2.19)
where m˜ and c˜ are two constants, which are subsequently identified as the bare quark mass and
the quark condensate via[18, 19, 20]
mq =
bm˜
2piα′
, 〈ψ¯ψ〉 = −8pi3α′VR3NfTD7b3c˜ . (2.20)
In the absence of any external electric field, this flavour sector undergoes a topology changing
first order phase transition at finite temperature[19, 20]. The phase transition is driven by tuning
the dimensionless ratio (mq/T ), where T is the background temperature. The corresponding two
phases — which in the dual theory describes a phase of bound mesons and a plasma one — are
characterized by qualitatively different embeddings of the D7-brane: the so called Minkowski
embedding and the black hole embedding, respectively. For more details on this, the reader is
referred to [19, 20].
7Here we have used that 2piα′ = 1 and Nf = 1. Reinstating these factors, the relation becomes: 〈J1〉 =
−(4pi3α′)Nfb3VR3TD7J˜ .
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Now we will discuss how the boundary current is determined dynamically. Let us consider
eliminating the function a˜ in favour of the constant J˜ . This can be achieved by considering the
following Legendre transformation
ID7 = SD7 −
∫
d8ξ
∂LD7
∂Fr1
Fr1 = −2pi2VR3NfTD7b4I˜D7 , (2.21)
I˜D7 =
∫
dtdr˜
[√
1 + r˜2θ′2
16r˜5g
√
g˜
√(
g2 − 16r˜4E˜2
)(
−64r˜6g˜2J˜2 + g2g˜3 cos6 θ
)]
, (2.22)
Now, on physical grounds, we must require I˜D7 remains real. Thus, the two factors inside the
square root must change sign at the same location, denoted by r˜∗ and this results in the following
algebraic conditions
(
4r˜4∗ − 1
)2 − 16r˜4∗E˜2 = 0 =⇒ r˜2∗ = E˜ +
√
E˜2 + 1
2
, (2.23)
and subsequently
J˜2 =
(4r˜4∗ − 1)2 (4r˜4∗ + 1)3 cos6 θ (r˜∗)
64r˜6∗ (4r˜4∗ + 1)
2 . (2.24)
Thus we have finally obtained an Ohm’s law with a conductivity which is a non-linear function
of the electric field itself. The location r∗, which is above the location of the background event
horizon, plays a crucial role in the dynamics. We will henceforth call this a pseudo horizon.
A few comments are in order. Note that the current vanishes when r˜4∗ = 1/4 or θ = pi/2.
The first case corresponds to having a vanishing electric field, where the pseudo horizon and the
event horizon coincide. The second scenario corresponds to the case when the S3, wrapped by
the D7-brane, shrinks to a zero size as observed from (2.4). The shrinking S3 corresponds to the
Minkowski embeddings and thus corresponds to the bound meson states in the dual field theory.
Since there is no charge carrier in this phase, the current is identically zero.
For simplicity, and this will suffice for our purposes, let us consider the case when the black
hole in the bulk geometry disappears, i.e. b = 0. The action in this case is given by
SD7 = −T7
∫
d8ξr3 cos3 θ
[(
1− R
4E2
r4
)(
1 + r2θ′2
)
+ a′2
]1/2
. (2.25)
From (2.25), the pragmatic role of the function a(r) becomes clear: If we set a(r) = const, then
the action vanishes at r2∗ = R
2E, which is the location of the pseudo horizon. However, there is
nothing special about this point in the bulk and hence the probe branes cannot end there. By
exciting a non-zero a′, we are allowed to go beyond the pseudo horizon.
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The boundary conditions for the profile function θ can be fixed following [21]. The pulled-back
D7-brane metric contains the following terms
dr2
r2
(
1 + r2θ′2
)
+ cos2 θdΩ23 ⊂ ds2D7 , (2.26)
which leads to an excess angle in the {cos θ,Ω3}-plane. The coefficient of this excess angle is
proportional to r−2θ′−2 evaluated at r = rmin, where rmin denotes the minimum radius where the
Minkowski embedding reaches. Evidently, rmin ≥ r∗. To kill off this excess angle, we need to
impose
θ|rmin = pi/2 , θ′|rmin = −∞ . (2.27)
Finally the boundary conditions for the pseudo horizon embeddings can be fixed from the equation
of motion
θ|r∗ = θ0 , θ′|r∗ = −
1
rˆ∗
tan
θ0
2
, (2.28)
where the hatted variable is defined as r = R
√
Erˆ. Clearly, the qualitative difference between
the Minkowski embedding and the pseudo horizon embedding is how the brane ends, i.e. without
or with a conical singularity.
We remind the reader that as far as the qualitative behaviour of the probe embedding is
concerned, there are characteristic similarities to the physics in a thermal background which was
analyzed in [19, 20] including the first order phase transition. The pseudo horizon plays a role
qualitatively similar to a background event horizon in this respect. We will further argue that
this feature is rather robust. In the next section we will study the fluctuations in the bosonic
sector.
2.1 Fluctuations: bosonic sector
Let us study the fluctuation modes on the probe brane. These fluctuation modes will correspond
to the meson operators in the dual N = 2 field theory. For example, the scalar meson operators
are given by8
OA`scalar = ψ¯iσAij X`ψj + q¯mXAVX`qm , i,m = 1, 2 , (2.29)
with conformal dimensions ∆ = 3 + `. Here σA = (σ1, σ2) denotes the Pauli matrices doublet,
and XAV , q
m, ψi are defined in table 1. X
` denotes the symmetric traceless operator X{i1...i`} of
` adjoint scalars X i, for i = 4, 5, 6, 7. The mesonic operators, OA`scalar transform in the
(
`
2
, `
2
)
of
the SO(4) and have +2 charge under the SO(2) ≡ U(1)R.
8In reviewing this section, we will follow the notations and discussions in [22].
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To obtain the fluctuation action, we need to expand the following probe action up to quadratic
order9
Sprobe = −TD7
∫
d8ξ
√−detE + µ7
∫
M8
δf(2) ∧ f(2) ∧ P
[
C˜(4)
]
+
1
2
µ7
∫
M8
δf(2) ∧ δf(2) ∧ P
[
C(4)
]
, (2.30)
where
E = P [G+B] + f , and with r2 =
1
2
(
u2 +
√
u4 − b4
)
(2.31)
C(4) =
1
gs
u4
R4
dt ∧ dx1 ∧ dx2 ∧ dx3 , (2.32)
C˜(4) = −R
4
gs
(
1− cos4 θ) sinψ cosψ dψ ∧ dα ∧ dβ ∧ dφ . (2.33)
The fluctuations can be represented by
θ = θ(0) + δθ , φ = φ(0) + δφ , (2.34)
fab = f
(0)
ab + δfab , (2.35)
where θ(0), φ(0) and f
(0)
ab are the classical fields and δθ(ξ
a), δφ(ξa), δfab(ξ
a) denote the scalar and
vector fluctuations. The fluctuation action is then obtained to be
Sscalar = −TD7
∫
d8ξ
√
−detE(0)
[
1
2
Sabg(2)ab +
1
2
(
1
2
Saa′Sbb′ + 1
4
Sa′bSb′a + Saa′Abb′ +Aaa′Abb′
)
g
(1)
a′b g
(1)
ab′
]
, (2.36)
Svector = −TD7
∫
d8ξ
√
−detE(0) 1
4
(
Saa′Sbb′ +Aaa′Abb′ + 1
2
Aa′bAb′a
)
(δfa′b) (δfb′a)
+ TD7
∫
M8
u4
2R4
δf(2) ∧ δf(2) ∧ dt ∧ dx1 ∧ dx2 ∧ dx3 , (2.37)
and a coupled term
Scoupled = −TD7
∫
d8ξ
√
−detE(0) 1
2
(
Saa′Abb′ + Sbb′Aaa′ + 1
2
Sa′bAab′
)
g
(1)
a′b (δfb′a)
− TD7
R4
(
1− cos4 θ0
) ∫
M8
sin(2ψ) (∂aδφ) δf(2) ∧ f(2) ∧ dψ ∧ dα ∧ dβ ∧ dξa , (2.38)
9From here on, we will use δφ as the fluctuation corresponding to φ on the worldvolume, where φ is a generic
field defined on the probe.
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where we have defined
g
(2)
ab = Gθθ (∂aδθ) (∂bδθ) +Gφφ (∂aδφ) (∂bδφ) +
1
2
(
∂2θGmn
)
δma δ
n
b (δθ)
2 , (2.39)
g
(1)
ab = Gθθ θ
′(r) [(∂aδθ) δbr + (∂bδθ) δar] + (∂θGmn) δma δ
n
b (δθ) , (2.40)
where δar, δbr etc denote the Kronecker delta; Gθθ = R
2 and Gφφ = R
2 sin2 θ denotes the
corresponding metric components in the 10-dimensional geometry in (2.1). The metric Gmn
represents the one on the S3 defined in (2.4) and (2.5), where m,n = 1, 2, 3. The quantities S
and A, which are the crucial objects, are defined in (A.15)-(A.17). Further note that the actions
in (2.36)-(2.38) are written in complete generality, i.e. without making any assumptions about
the form of fab and therefore about S and A. Evidently, the bosonic fluctuations in (2.36)-(2.38)
are complicated.
We will now focus on simple cases when the modes decouple. A remarkable simplification
occurs if we focus on the θ0(r) = 0 embedding, which corresponds to classically introducing
massless flavours. Furthermore, if we concentrate on fluctuations oscillating only along the non-
compact directions, then from (2.40) we conclude that g
(1)
ab = 0 and thus Scoupled = 0 identically.
Furthermore, by noting that the only non-vanishing components of A are Atx = −Axt and
Axu = −Aux, it can be checked that(
Aaa′Abb′ + 1
2
Aa′bAb′a
)
(δfa′b) (δfb′a) = 0 . (2.41)
With these simplifications, the effective scalar and vector fluctuation actions take very simple
forms
Sscalar = −TD7
∫
d8ξ
√
−detE(0) 1
2
Sab [Gθθ (∂aδθ) (∂bδθ)] , (2.42)
Svector = −TD7
∫
d8ξ
√
−detE(0) 1
4
Saa′Sbb′ (δfa′b) (δfb′a) . (2.43)
The fluctuation for δφ is multiplied by an overall factor of sin2 θ0, which vanishes for the massless
case; hence this mode is absent from the above effective actions.10 The effective action describes a
free scalar and a massless vector mode propagating in a background geometry which is governed
by S, the so-called open string metric.
Let us now explicitly write down the elements of S and A including the gauge field in (2.12).
They can be represented as
S = Stx1u ⊗ Sx2x3 ⊗ SS3 , A = Atx1u ⊗Ax2x3 ⊗AS3 , (2.44)
10It can be checked rigorously that the equations of motion resulting from (2.36)-(2.38) do admit this consistent
truncation.
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where Sx2x3 is identical to the metric components in that plane, SS3 is identical to the metric
components along the S3 and Ax2x3 = 0, AS3 = 0. The non-triviality arises in the {t, x1 ≡ x, u}-
plane. The non-vanishing components are
Stt = Gtt + E
2
Gxx
, Stu = Ea
′
Gxx
= Sut , (2.45)
Sxx = E
2
Gtt
+Gxx +
a′2
guu
, Suu = guu + a
′2
Gxx
, (2.46)
where
guu = Guu + θ
′2Gθθ , (2.47)
where ′ now denotes taking derivative with respect to u. The non-vanishing components of the
anti-symmetric tensor A are given by
Atx = − Eguu
guu (GttGxx + E2) +Gtta′2
= −Axt , (2.48)
Axu = a
′Gtt
guu (GttGxx + E2) +Gtta′2
= −Aux . (2.49)
We also note that the gauge field is given by
a′(u) = J
(
GttGxx + E
2
Gtt
)1/2(
Guu + θ
′2Gθθ
J2 +GttG2xx cos
2(θ)
)1/2
. (2.50)
Let us further investigate the properties of S. It is clear from the form of the fluctuation action,
S plays the role of an effective metric as far as the fluctuations are concerned.11 Therefore the
effective geometry in the {t, x, u}-plane is described by a metric12
ds2eff = Sttdt2 + 2Sutdudt+ Suudu2 + Sxxdx2
= Sttdτ 2 +
(
Suu − S
2
ut
Stt
)
du2 + Sxxdx2 , (2.51)
where we have redefined the time coordinate
t = τ + h(u) , where h′(u) =
Sut
Stt . (2.52)
11This fact can be explicitly checked by focussing on the simplest case, where one sets θ0 = 0 and considers
only modes which oscillate along the time direction, i.e. δX ∼ δX(u)e−iωt. Here δX denotes a generic fluctuation
field and ω denotes its frequency.
12It is evident that the “effective” metric is identical to the pull back metric on the worldvolume of the probe
in all other directions, hence we are focussing only in this subspace.
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Rewriting the 10-dimensional background as
ds210 = −
u2
R2
f(u)dt2 +
u2
R2
dx2 +
u2
R2
(
dx22 + dx
2
3
)
+
R2
u2f(u)
du2 +R2dΩ25 , (2.53)
f(u) = 1− u
4
H
u4
, (2.54)
we get
ds2osm = −
u2
R2
(
f − E
2R4
u4
)
dτ 2 + γuudu
2 + γxxdx
2 +
u2
R2
dx2⊥ +R
2 cos2 θdΩ23 , (2.55)
with
f(u) = 1− u
4
H
u4
, dx2⊥ = dx
2
2 + dx
2
3 , (2.56)
γuu =
R2 (θ′2 (u6f cos6 θ + J2L6) + u4 cos6 θ)
u6f cos6 θ − J2R6 , (2.57)
γxx =
(E2R4 − u4f) (θ′2 (u6f cos6 θ + J2R6) + u4 cos6 θ)
R2 (u2fθ′2 + 1) (J2R6 − u6f cos6 θ) . (2.58)
The geometry described by (2.55) has an event horizon at
f − E
2R4
u4
∣∣∣∣
u=u∗
= 0 , (2.59)
where u∗ is precisely the location of the pseudo-horizon. Furthermore, the constant J can be
fixed by demanding that the coefficient in front of dx2 remains positive, which will be equivalent
to setting (J2R6 − u6f cos2 θ) = 0 where (2.59) holds.13
2.2 Fluctuations: fermionic sector
Let us now discuss the fermionic fluctuations, which correspond to the supersymmetric partners
of the mesonic operators. These fermionic meson operators are of two types14
F `α ∼ q¯X`ψ˜†α + ψ˜αX`q , (2.60)
G`α ∼ ψ¯iσAijλαBX`ψj + q¯mXAV λαBX`qm , A,B = 1, 2 , (2.61)
with conformal dimensions ∆ = 5
2
+ ` and ∆ = 9
2
+ `. The fermionic part of the D7-brane action
at the quadratic order is given by15
Sspinor =
TD7
2
∫
d8ξ
√
−detE(0) Ψ¯P−
(
E˜−1(0)
)ab
ΓbDaΨ , E˜ab = g
(0)
ab + Γ˜(10)fab , (2.62)
13Note that, this purely geometric condition determines the flavour current in the boundary theory and is a
special case of the open string metric membrane paradigm discussed in [23].
14Here also we will follow the notations used in [22], where the zero temperature fermionic meson spectrum has
been worked out in details.
15The general form of the quadratic action for a Dp-brane is given in appendix C in e.g. (A.18) and (A.41).
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where ξa corresponds to the worldvolume coordinates, which are identified with spacetime coor-
dinates {t, x1, x2, x3, u, ψ, β, γ}; Ψ represents a doublet Majorana-Weyl spinor in 10-dimensions
Ψ =
(
Ψ1
Ψ2
)
, (2.63)
where Ψ1,2 each has positive chirality. In appendix B, we have defined Γ˜(10). The worldvolume
gamma matrices Γa are the pull back of the 10-dimensional gamma matrices: Γa = (∂aX
µ) Γµ,
where a = 0, . . . , 7 and µ = 0, . . . , 9. The operator P− is a kappa symmetry projection operator:
P− = 1− Γ7, where Γp has been defined in (A.23). In particular, we have
Γ7 =
iσ2√−detE(0)
[
σ3
2 · 6!
a1a2b1...b6fa1a2Γb1...b6 −
1
8 · 4!
a1...a4b1...b4fa1a2fa3a4Γb1...b4
+
σ3
16 · 3!
a1...a6b1b2fa1a2fa3a4fa5a6Γb1b2
]
, (2.64)
where fab is the classical gauge field on the worldvolume of the probe.
16
Let us now closely follow the discussion in [24], where one proceeds by fixing the κ-symmetry
on the worldvolume of the probe. One can use the covariant gauge-fixing Γ˜(10)Ψ = Ψ, i.e. set
Ψ2 = 0, and this will yield the following action for the fermionic fluctuations
Sspinor =
TD7
2
∫
d8ξ
√
−detE(0)
[
Ψ¯1
(
E−1(0)
)ab
ΓbDaΨ1 − Ψ¯1Γˆ−17
(
E−1(0)
)ab
ΓbWaΨ1
]
,(2.66)
where
Γˆp = (−1)
(p−2)(p−3)
2
1
(p+ 1)!
a1...ap√−detE(0)
∑
q
Γa1...a2q
q!2q
fa1a2 . . . fa2q−1a2q , (2.67)
and Wa is defined in (A.32). We can now interpret the fermionic fluctuation action in (2.66) as
a Dirac action with an effective mass term where the background geometry is again dictated by
the (g(0) + f)−1, which is precisely the combination that appeared for the bosonic fluctuations.
The action in (2.66) can be further simplified. Note that the gamma matrices Γµ generate the
Clifford algebra associated with the worldvolume induced metric
{Γa,Γb} = 2g(0)ab = 2P [G]ab , (2.68)
16The above expression is written for a general gauge field on the worldvolume of the probe; but for the specific
ansatz in (2.12), the last two terms above vanishes identically. Written explicitly, the operator P− in this case
takes the following form
P− = 1− iσ2√−detE(0)σ3Γx2Γx3 [−E (Γr + θ
′Γθ)− a′Γt] ΓψΓβΓγ . (2.65)
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where P [G] stands for the pull back of the background geometry. Let us now define
γa =
(
E−1(0)
)ab
Γb , (2.69)
which then yields {
γa, γb
}
= 2Sab . (2.70)
With this, the fermionic action now becomes
Sspinor =
TD7
2
∫
d8ξ
√
−detE(0) [Ψ¯1γaDaΨ1 −MΨ¯1Ψ1] , (2.71)
which results in the following equation of motion
γaDaΨ1 −MΨ1 = 0 , M = Γˆ−17 γaWa . (2.72)
The above equation is not analytically solvable, so we will not discuss its solutions. However,
it is evident that the effective geometry as measured by the open string metric determines
the propagation of the fermionic fluctuations as well, thus demonstrating the existence of an
equivalence principle in the open string sector. From this and the open string metric given in
(2.55) it is easy to check that on the trivial embedding θ0 = 0 we need to solve the Dirac equation
in the open string metric along {t, ~x, u}-directions with an effective mass term.17
2.3 Some properties of the open string metric
In the previous two sections we have explicitly demonstrated that all the fluctuation modes on the
probe experience the open string metric geometry, therefore an open string equivalence principle
holds for these modes. In this section, we will further investigate some properties of this metric.
Let us begin by writing the open string metric once more
ds2osm = −
u2
R2
(
f − E
2R4
u4
)
dτ 2 + γuudu
2 + γxxdx
2 +
u2
R2
dx2⊥ +R
2 cos2 θdΩ23 , (2.73)
with
f(u) = 1− u
4
H
u4
, dx2⊥ = dx
2
2 + dx
2
3 , (2.74)
γuu =
R2 (θ′2 (u6f cos6 θ + J2R6) + u4 cos6 θ)
u6f cos6 θ − J2R6 , (2.75)
γxx =
(E2R4 − u4f) (θ′2 (u6f cos6 θ + J2R6) + u4 cos6 θ)
R2 (u2fθ′2 + 1) (J2R6 − u6f cos6 θ) . (2.76)
17The modes along the internal directions will contribute to this effective mass.
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The metric in (2.73) is asymptotically AdS, and in the infrared (obtained by solving f −
E2R4/u4 = 0) it behaves like an AdS-BH background. The geometry in (2.73), however, has a
curvature varying with the radial coordinate u with a singularity located at u = 0. Note that
this singularity is present even when the closed string background does not have a black hole
inside, i.e. in the case when uH = 0.
For further discussion, let us focus on the case θ0 = 0 (assuming uH = 0): the trivial
embedding. In this case, we can forget about the S3-directions and analyze the effective 5-
dimensional geometry.
ds25 = −
u2
R2
(
1− E
2R4
u4
)
dτ 2 +
R2u4
u6 − J2R6du
2 +
u4
R2
E2R4 − u4
J2R6 − u6 dx
2 +
u2
R2
dx2⊥ . (2.77)
One may wonder, since the geometry described in (2.77) approaches AdS in the UV and AdS-BH
in the IR, perhaps (2.77) can be obtained as a solution of an effective 5-dimensional Einstein
gravity with a suitable matter field
Seff =
1
κ25
∫
d5x
√
−G5 [R5 − 2Λ5] + Ssource , (2.78)
where κ5 is a constant which is related to the effective 5-dimensional Newton’s constant, G5
denotes the metric, R5 denotes the Ricci-scalar and Λ5 = −6/R2 denotes the cosmological
constant. Finally, Ssource is the hypothetical matter field that sources the geometry (2.77). It can
be checked easily that such a putative source-term will yield a null energy condition violating
energy-momentum tensor.18 This means that the metric in (2.77) cannot be obtained from
Einstein gravity.19
Nevertheless, an effective temperature can be read off from the metric in (2.77). By Euclidean
continuation of τ → iτE, periodically compactifying the τE direction and demanding the absence
of any conical singularity yields the following effective temperature
Teff =
√
3
2
√
E
piR
. (2.79)
Note that, there is no black hole in the closed string background and therefore the adjoint degrees
of freedom do not experience any temperature. By virtue of the open string equivalence principle,
all open string modes in the flavour sector experience an effective temperature given in (2.79).
18In this particular case, one can choose a null vector nµ = (nτ , 1, 0, 0, 0) with n
2
τ = (−gxx/gττ ). With this one
can check that Tµνn
µnν < 0.
19This is not surprising on physical grounds: the geometry (2.77) arises from the open string sector, there is no
reason that the geometry should be sourced by a closed string sector. In fact, it is intriguing that the geometry
“knows” that it originates from open strings. Nevertheless an open string equivalence principle still holds.
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For the sake of completeness, this effective temperature is general is given by20
Teff =
1
2piR
(
6E2 + 4 (piTR)4
)1/2(
E2 + (piTR)4
)1/4 , T = uHpiR2 , (2.80)
where T is the temperature of the close string black hole and hence of the adjoint sector in the
dual field theory.
Let us now go back to (2.77). As with a black hole geometry, the metric components are
singular at u = u∗: the open string metric event horizon. As we approach u → u∗, the radial
null light cones tend to “close up” since dτ/du → ±∞. This is a coordinate artifact and can
be tamed with introducing the Eddington-Finkelstein coordinates. To that end, we focus on the
near-horizon geometry of (2.77) in the {τ, u}-subspace
ds2 =
R
24M2
√
E
[
−
(
1− 2M
α
)
dτ ′2 +
dα2
1− 2M
α
]
+ γxxdx
2 + γ⊥dx2⊥ , τ
′ = (4M)
√
3E
L
τ ,(2.81)
where γxx and γ⊥ are numerical constants and α→ (2M)+ is the location of the horizon.
Following the standard lore of black holes, let us first define the Regge-Wheeler coordinate
α∗ = α + 2M log
∣∣∣∣α− 2M2M
∣∣∣∣ , (2.82)
and subsequently define the ingoing and outgoing null coordinates
v = τ ′ + α∗ , u = τ ′ − α∗ , (2.83)
U = −e−u/4M , V = ev/4M . (2.84)
In terms of the {U, V }-patch, the metric (2.81) takes the following form
ds2osm = −
32M3
α
e−α/2MdUdV + ds2⊥ . (2.85)
where ds2⊥ represents all other directions which we are suppressing here. Correspondingly
Kruskal-Szekres time and radial coordinates can be defined as: tK = V + U , xK = V − U .
Evidently, the coordinate singularity at α → 2M+ disappears and we can extend the geometry
to its Kruskal patch. The corresponding causal structure will have similar behaviour as seen
in a maximally extended AdS-Schwarzschild geometry[25] and subsequently results in a Penrose
diagram as shown in Fig. 2.
The location of the event horizon α = 2M is now given by UV = 0, which implies either
U = 0 or V = 0. This divides the Kruskal patch in four regions depending on the sign of U
and V and there is a symmetry (U, V ) → (−U,−V ). We will now comment on the τ ′ = const
20Here we still assume θ0 = 0, i.e. the flavours are massless. For massive flavours, the general formula is more
complicated and we will not write the explicit form here. It can be found in e.g. [23].
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Figure 2: A qualitative picture of the Kruskal extension of the open string metric. Note,
however, that only with an AdS3-background, the corresponding open string metric has a
“square” Penrose diagram, as shown above. For AdSd+1 with d > 2, the corresponding open
string metric can also be Kruskal-extended, but the resulting Penrose diagram does not take a
“square” shape. More details will appear in [25].
hypersurfaces in the Kruskal patch. To do so, we introduce the following coordinate
ds2osm = −
(
1− M
2β
1 + M
2β
)2
dτ ′2 +
(
1 +
M
2β
)4
dβ2 + ds2⊥ , α =
(
1 +
M
2β
)2
β . (2.86)
The τ ′ = const hypersurfaces have topology: Rβ ⊗Rx⊗R2. Unlike the usual Schwarzschild case,
the transverse space, described by ds2⊥ is insensitive to β. Nevertheless, for each value of α, we
have two values of β which are exchanged by the symmetry: β → M2/4β. The two regions,
parametrized by the two roots of β, are connected by an Einstein-Rosen bridge whose “throat”
has a constant size.
3 More examples: other brane constructions
Motivated by the previous section, it is natural to look for a class of such examples where a
universal effective temperature emerges for the probe degrees of freedom. These examples can
be broadly classified in two categories: (i) Probe flavours in a conformal gauge theory and (ii)
probe flavours in a non-conformal gauge theory. The examples in category (i) can be obtained
by probing a D3-brane geometry by branes of various dimensions in type IIB supergravity.
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Let us consider the background closed string geometry obtained by placing Nc number of
D3-branes on the tip of a cone, whose base is a 5-dimensional Sasaki-Einstein manifoldM5 and
taking the near-horizon limit. This gives a 10-dimensional geometry of the form AdS5 ×M5.
In general this will preserve N = 1 supersymmetry. To begin with, let us take M5 ≡ S5, in
which case N = 4 supersymmetry is preserved. To introduce flavour degrees of freedom, we
will introduce probe branes of various dimensions in the background such that these flavours
are classically stable. We have schematically shown these constructions in table 2. In table 2,
Brane 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
(Nc) D3 – – – – X X X X X X
(Nf ) D5 – – – X – – – X X X
(Nf ) D5 – – X X – – – – – X X
Table 2: Flavour defects in various cases probing a D3-brane geometry with M5 ≡ S5.
the notation − stands for a direction along the worldvolume of the brane and X represents the
directions transverse to it. The directions {0, 1, 2, 3} represents the Minkowski directions. The
rest of the directions can be parametrized in various ways, which we will do case by case.
The Minkowski directions are shared by the Nc D3-branes. For the Nf probe D5-branes in
the second row of table 2, let us note that the transverse directions to the D3’s is conformal to
R6 ≡ R3 × R3. Let us introduce spherical coordinates {ρ,Ω2} and {`, Ω˜2} to represent the R3’s.
Now, {4, 5, 6} represents {ρ,Ω2} and {7, 8, 9} represents {`, Ω˜2}. This configuration was studied
in [?, ?]. This configuration preserves 8 real supercharges. The degrees of freedom consist of an
adjoint vector multiplet and a hypermultiplet coming from the D3-branes in (3 + 1)-dimensions.
The probe D5’s yield a (2 + 1)-dimensional hypermultiplet in the fundamental representation of
the gauge group. More explicitly, the background closed string metric can be written as
ds2 = ds2AdS5 + ds
2
S5 , (3.87)
ds2S5 = R
2
(
dψ2 + cos2 ψdΩ22 + sin
2 ψdΩ˜22
)
, (3.88)
ρ = u cosψ , ` = u sinψ . (3.89)
The embedding function can be parametrized by ψ(u), with the condition that P [Ω˜2] = 0, where
Ω˜2 denotes the metric components which yields the line element dΩ˜
2
2. Exactly as in the previous
section, there will be a family of solutions for the probe D5 which are characterized by the mass of
the fundamental flavour. It is easy to check that we will also have a massless case — represented
by ψ = 0 — which corresponds to the “equatorial” embedding. In this case, the worldvolume
geometry on the probe D5 is simply AdS4 × S2. It can also be checked easily that we can excite
the worldvolume gauge field as in the previous section and the ψ = 0 embedding will still remain.
If we focus on this embedding for simplicity, the compact directions are merely spectators.
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The open string metric can be obtained to be
ds2eff = −
u2
R2
(
f − E
2R4
u4
)
dτ 2 + γxxdx
2 + γuudu
2 +
u2
R2
dy2 + cos2 ψdΩ22 , (3.90)
γxx =
u2 cos4 ψ (E2R4 − u4f)
R2 (j2 − u4f cos4 ψ) , γuu =
R2u2 cos4 ψ (u2fψ′2 + 1)
u4f cos4 ψ − j2 , (3.91)
f = 1− u
4
H
u4
. (3.92)
Note that, evaluated on the embedding ψ(u) = 0, the open string metric in (3.90) yields AdS4×S2
only when both uH = 0 and E = 0, i.e. asymptotically. In the IR, however, we do not recover
AdS4-Schwarzschild geometry in the strict sense, since the power of u in e.g. f(u) is reminiscent
of the AdS5 structure of the closed string metric. As before, requiring the positivity of γxx the
constant j (which is related to the flavour conductivity in the dual field theory) can be determined
in terms of E.21 The effective temperature is given by
Teff =
(
T 4 +
E2
pi2R4
)1/4
, T =
uH
piR2
. (3.93)
It is straightforward to also check that the near-horizon geometry has a very similar structure
to the one obtained in (2.81) and correspondingly admits a Kruskal patch. Note that the metric
in (3.90) was studied in [26] and it was concluded that the vector fluctuations experience an
effective fluctuation-dissipation relation involving the effective temperature Teff . Here we argue
that, because of the open string equivalence principle, this result holds for all fluctuations in the
probe flavour sector.
We will not construct explicit examples of type (ii), but point the reader to e.g. Sakai-
Sugimoto model considered in [27, 28]. Such constructions can clearly be generalized for other
non-conformal backgrounds.
4 Abstracting away from the brane construction
Motivated by the explicit examples studied in details in the previous sections, let us now “ab-
stract away” from the explicit 10-dimensional construction and take a more “phenomenological”
approach. Our motivation here is to explore various features, keeping our discussion as general
as possible.
4.1 Event horizons: some generalities
In [13], we had carried out a general analysis and obtained a general formula for Teff , the effective
temperature that the steady-state system records. One intriguing question is the hierarchy of
21In this case one gets, j = ER2, which is independent of the closed string metric temperature T = uH/(piR
2).
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the two temperatures that we have at hand: T and Teff . If u∗ and uH denote the open string and
closed string metric horizons respectively, then it is straightforward to observe that u∗ > uH in
the convention where u → ∞ is the boundary of the geometry. However, as pointed out in [29]
this does not imply that Teff > T . For most cases with an explicit brane construction, it is found
that Teff > T .
Let us now consider a more general case, where a bunch of other gauge modes are also
excited on the putative probe worldvolume. In the dual gauge theory description, these modes
can correspond to introducing a non-zero chemical potential and/or a constant magnetic field
in addition to the constant electric field.22 In general, we have two inequivalent combinations
of the electric and the magnetic field: (i) parallel and (ii) perpendicular. For simplicity, let
us take d = 3 and m = 2 which is sufficient to include the structures we want. We will now
focus on the {t, x1, x2, x3, u}-submanifold of the closed string geometry in and we will assume an
SO(3)-symmetry in the {x1, x2, x3}-plane.
Let us now consider the case when (i) E ‖ B. For this, the ansatz for the worldvolume gauge
field is
f = −Edt ∧ dx1 − a′xdx1 ∧ du−Bdx2 ∧ dx3 + a′tdt ∧ du , (4.94)
where ax(u) contains the information about the gauge theory current and at(u) contains the
information about the chemical potential. With this ansatz we preserve an SO(2) ⊂ SO(3) of
the closed string background. The open string metric can be obtained as
ds2eff =
(
Stt − S
2
tx
Sxx
)
dτ 2 +
( Stx√Sxxdτ + dX
)2
+ S⊥dx2⊥,
+
(S2txSuu − 2StuStxSux + SttS2ux − SttSuuSxx
S2tx − SttSxx
)
du2 , (4.95)
dt = dτ − StxSux − StuSxxS2tx − SttSxx
du , (4.96)
dx1 =
dX√Sxx
− StuStx − SttSuxS2tx − SttSxx
du , (4.97)
with
S⊥ = Gxx + B
2
Gxx
, dx2⊥ =
(
dx2
)2
+
(
dx3
)2
, (4.98)
and
Stt = Gtt + E
2
Gxx
+
a′2t
Guu
, Stx = a
′
ta
′
x
Guu
, Stu = Ea
′
x
Gxx
, (4.99)
Sxx = Gxx + E
2
Gtt
+
a′2x
Guu
, Suu = Guu + a
′2
t
Gtt
+
a′2x
Guu
. (4.100)
22See e.g. [30, 31, 32, 33] for a detailed discussion of such physics in the D3-D7 system, and [27, 28, 34, 35, 36]
for similar physics in the Sakai-Sugimoto model.
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The location of the open string metric event-horizon is given by
S2tx − SttSxx = 0 =⇒ d˜2e2φGtt +Gxx
(
B2Gtt +GttG
2
xx + e
2φj2
)∣∣∣
u∗
= 0
=⇒ GttGxx + E2
∣∣
u∗
= 0 . (4.101)
Here the constant j and d are defined as
j =
∂L
∂a′x
, d˜ =
∂L
∂a′t
, (4.102)
where L represents the DBI Lagrangian of the probe. The constant j is related to the boundary
current and d˜ is related to the chemical potential of the system. The constant j can be fixed by
requiring that the coordinate X does not change sign.
For completeness, let us now comment on the case when (ii) E ⊥ B. In this case, there will
be an additional current due to the Hall effect, see e.g. [37]. The worldvolume gauge field ansatz
will take the form
f = −Edt ∧ dx1 +Bdx1 ∧ dx2 − a′xdx1 ∧ du− a′ydx2 ∧ du+ a′tdt ∧ du . (4.103)
The open string metric can be obtained as before and there is an event-horizon which can
subsequently be obtained. We refrain from providing the explicit expressions since they are
complicated looking and not particularly illuminating.
4.2 Ergoplane: chemical potential
Let us now focus on a special case, where the open string metric acquires an “ergoplane” and
an event horizon. This was explicitly demonstrated in the D3-D7 system in [23]. Here we will
argue that a similar structure persists more generally. To this end, we consider only an electric
field along with the chemical potential. By setting B = 0 in (4.95), we get
ds2eff =
(
GttGxx + E
2
) [dT 2
Gxx
+
dX2
Gxx
]
+
1
Guu
(a′tdT + a
′
xdX)
2
+
m∑
i=2
Gxxdx
idxi
+
(
Guu +
a′2t Gtt + a
′2
xGxx
GttGxx + E2
)
du2 , (4.104)
dT = dt+
Ea′x
GttGxx + E2
du , dX = dx− Ea
′
t
GttGxx + E2
du . (4.105)
It is clear that the event horizon of this metric obtained from (GttGxx +E
2) = 0, but there is an
ergoplane in this geometry which is obtained by
GttGxx + E
2
Gxx
+
a′2t
Guu
= 0 =⇒ (GttGxx + E2) = 0 ,
or
(
GttG
m
xx + e
2φj2
)
= 0 . (4.106)
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The first condition gives the open string metric event horizon, but the second condition yields a
root, denoted by uerg henceforth, which is different from u∗. We also note that j2 is determined
from the algebraic condition: d˜2e2φGtt +
(
GttG
m
xx + e
2φj2
)
Gxx
∣∣∣
u∗
= 0.
If the background represents an AdSd+2 geometry, in which the dilaton φ = 0, then it can
readily seen that
u2erg = EL
2
(
1 +
d˜2
Ed
)1/d
> u2∗ = EL
2 , (4.107)
where we have used the conditions to determine u∗, j and uerg. Evidently, the event horizon and
the ergoplane merge in the limit (d˜2/Ed)→ 0 and/or (1/d)→ 0.23
4.3 Exactly solvable toy examples
We will now discuss a few cases where e.g. the gauge field fluctuations can be solved analytically.
Towards that end, let us take a generic Lifshitz background of the following form:
ds2 = −dt
2
v2z
+
1
v2
d~x2 +
dv2
v2
, (4.108)
where ~x is a 2-dimensional vector and v is the radial coordinate (v → 0 corresponds to boundary
and v → ∞ corresponds to the deep-IR). In this background we will consider a probe of the
same bulk space-time dimensions whose action is given by the DBI action.24
Moreover, to introduce the “steady-state” physics that we are interested in, we introduce a
gauge field on the world volume of the probe given by
ax = −Et+ h(v) . (4.109)
The equation of motion for the function h(v) is given by
v1−zh′√
1− e2v2+2z + v4h′2 = j , (4.110)
where e = (2piα′)E and j is the constant related to the boundary current. The on-shell La-
grangian using this equation of motion is obtained to be
Los = 1
v3+z
√
e2v2+2z − 1
j2v2+2z − 1 . (4.111)
23This inequality uerg > u∗ can be shown to hold for the AdSd+2-Schwarzschild geometry as well, and uerg → u∗
in the limit d˜→ 0 and/or d→∞.
24For now, we will assume that the full 10 or 11-dimensional background (if it exists) allows for such a probe
brane which has a constant profile along the compact directions. Thus the effective lower dimensional problem
that we have to solve is done by simply considering the “reduced” DBI action of the appropriate dimensions.
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From the above expression, imposing the reality condition for the on-shell action, we get j = e
which simply yields Los = 1/v3+z.
Now, we can consider the gauge field fluctuations living on the world volume of the probe:
a = a0 + δa, where a0 denotes the classical profile of the gauge field. The fluctuation modes will
sense the OSM. This fact is reflected in the action for the quadratic fluctuation for the gauge
fields which is given by
Sgauge = −1
4
∫
dtddx
√
−det(G+ f)Saa′Sbb′δfabδfa′b′ , (4.112)
where
√−det(G+ f) = Los and δf = dδa is the field strength of the gauge field fluctuations.
This action results in the following equation of motion
∂a
[√
−det(G+ f)Saa′Sbb′δfa′b′
]
= 0 . (4.113)
In the {t, v}-plane the OSM is non-diagonal and we can diagonalize it by introducing an ingoing
Eddington-Finkelstein type coordinate
τ = t+ s(v) ,
ds
dv
= − e
2v1+3z
1− e2v2z+2 (4.114)
where τ is the new time coordinate. This gives
ds2 = −g(v)
v2z
dτ 2 +
1
g(v)
dv2
v2
, g(v) = 1− e2v2z+2 . (4.115)
Now, the vector fluctuations that we consider are of the following form
δaτ = δaτ (v)e
−iωτ , δai = δai(v)e−iωτ . (4.116)
It is straightforward to check that the temporal and the spatial fluctuations decouple and hence
we study only the spatial fluctuations here.25 The general equation for the spatial vector fluctu-
ations take the following form
∂v
[ v
vz
g(v)∂vδax
]
+
ω2
g(v)
vz
v
δax = 0 . (4.117)
Interestingly, we can solve the above equation analytically for z = 1/2, 1, 3/2, 2. It will be
interesting to see what happens to the fluctuation-dissipation relation in all these cases.
25Interestingly the vector fluctuations along both the x-direction and the y-direction obey the same equation.
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Some of the explicit solutions take the following form:
z =
1
2
,
δax(v) = cx
(
1−√v
1 +
√
v
)− iω
3
(
1−√v + v
1 +
√
v + v
)− iω
6
exp
(
iω√
3
arctan
[ √
3v
1− v
])
, (4.118)
z = 1 ,
δax(v) = cx
(
1− v
1 + v
)− iω
4
exp
(
iω
2
arctan(v)
)
. (4.119)
z = 2 ,
δax(v) = cx
(
1− v2)−iω6 (1 + v2 + v4) iω12 exp( iω
2
√
3
arctan
(
−
√
3
1 + v2
))
. (4.120)
Here cx is a constant. Using (4.118)-(4.120), the asymptotic form of the gauge field can be easily
determined
δax(v) = cx
(
1 + iωΛ(1)vz + . . .
)
, (4.121)
where Λ(1) is a numerical constant. Using this asymptotic expansion, the retarded current-current
correlator is easily obtained to be
GijR ≡ lim→0
∂2Sgauge
∂ (δai()) ∂ (δaj())
= − (izω) Λ(1)δij , (4.122)
where {i, j} takes values {x, y}.
Now, using the Schwinger-Keldysh method in the context of gauge-gravity duality, as pio-
neered in [38], we can easily arrive at
Gijsym = − (1 + 2neff) ImGijR , neff =
1
exp
(
ω
Teff
)
− 1
, (4.123)
where Gijsym denotes the symmetric Schwinger-Keldysh correlator. Clearly, we observe that the
fluctuations indeed measure a temperature Teff .
26 In this case, we get
Teff =
z + 1
pi
ez/(z+1) . (4.124)
26Recall that, even though the analysis in [38] was done for a scalar field, the corresponding analysis for a
gauge field is similar. Ultimately, one needs to explore the analyticity of positive frequency modes as the event
horizon is crossed, be it the background event horizon or the open string metric event horizon. Therefore we get
an analogous result.
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4.4 The probe limit and its validity
It is clear from the above discussion that, in order for us to have the above structure, we need to
treat an additional set of D-branes in a background which is obtained by solving supergravity. Let
us imagine that the following geometric data represents a particular solution of 10-dimensional
supergravity in string frame
ds2 = Gtt(u)dt
2 +Gxx(u)d~x
2
p +Guu(u)du
2 +Gc(u)dΩ
2
8−p , (4.125)
φ = φ(u) . (4.126)
Here all the symbols have their usual meaning, specially dΩ28−p stands for an (8− p)-dimensional
compact manifold. Quite clearly, the putative geometry in (4.125) is dual to a (p+1)-dimensional
gauge theory, which possess SO(p) rotational invariance and is also homogeneous in the spatial
coordinates. Furthermore, by assumption, there is a global symmetry which is the isometry group
of the manifold whose line element is represented by dΩ28−p. Evidently, (4.125)-(4.126) may not
characterize the full geometric data that can further contain various non-vanishing form-fields.
However, for our purposes, these form fields will not play any role as we will argue momentarily.
Before going further, let us note that the background in (4.125) source an Einstein tensor
Eµν = Rµν − 1
2
GµνR . (4.127)
Let us now imagine that we place a Dq-brane in the above background in the probe limit.
Let us imagine that this probe brane extends along Rm ⊂ Rp, the radial direction u and wraps
an Mq−m−1 ⊂M8−p. The last assumption imposes: (p+ q) ≤ (9 +m).
Now, to describe the steady-state, we excite a gauge field along one of the spatial directions
as before
Ay = −Et+ ay(u) . (4.128)
On the worldvolume of the probe brane this breaks the SO(m) → SO(m − 1). The resulting
action is given by
Sprobe = −TDq
∫
e−φG(m−1)/2xx G
(q−m−1)/2
c
[
Guu
(|Gtt|Gyy − E2)+ |Gtt|a′2y ]1/2 . (4.129)
We have further assumed that there is no Wess-Zumino term for the above configuration.
The gauge field equation now gives
a′y = Je
φ
(
GuuGxxG
m+1
c
|Gtt|
)1/2√ |Gtt|Gyy − E2
Gqc|Gtt|Gmxx − J2e2φGm+1c Gxx
, (4.130)
where J is a constant.
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Now, the probe limit condition is satisfied if
|Eµν |  |Tµν | . (4.131)
This condition is non-trivial, since it involves the radial coordinate u.
To flesh out the idea, let us now consider a set of examples. Imagine we start from the
geometry which is obtained by taking a near-horizon limit of Nc coincident Dp-branes. This, in
the string frame, is given by[39]
ds2 =
(u
L
) 7−p
2 (−dt2 + d~x2p)+ (Lu
) 7−p
2 (
du2 + u2dΩ28−p
)
, (4.132)
eφ =
(u
L
) (p−3)(7−p)
4
, (4.133)
F8−p = (7− p)L7−pω8−p . (4.134)
Here dΩ8−p denotes the line element of an (8 − p)-sphere and ω8−p denotes the corresponding
volume form. This background preserves 16-supercharges. It is straightforward to check that for
the above geometry, the Einstein tensor behaves as:
Ett ∼ u
5−p
L7−p
∼ Exx , Euu ∼ 1
u2
, Eαβ ∼ u0 ηαβ . (4.135)
Now, let us imagine introducing an Nf -number of probe D(p + 4)-branes that extend along
the {t, ~xp}-directions and wraps three-cycle X3 ⊂ S8−p. This, in general, preserves N = 1
supersymmetry. Furthermore, we excite a gauge field along e.g. x1-direction that breaks SO(p)→
SO(p− 1):
Ax1 = −Et+ a1(u) . (4.136)
It is straightforward now to check, using the formulae (B.7)-(B.11), that the probe energy-
momentum tensor yields
Ttt → u
2
L3
∼ Txx ∼ Tx1x1 , Tuu → 1
u5−p
, Tαβ → 1
u3−p
ηαβ as u→∞ , (4.137)
and
Ttt → (EJ)u(p−9)/2 , Tx1x1 →
(
J
E
)
u(5−p)/2 , Txx →
(
E
J
)
u(p+3)/2 , (4.138)
Tuu → (EJ)u(3p−23)/2 , Tαβ →
(
E
J
)
u(3p−7)/2 as u→ 0 . (4.139)
Comparing (4.135) with (4.137), we observe that near the UV, the probe limit is perfectly fine,
except the case with p = 4. Similarly, comparing (4.135) with (4.139), we observe that the deep
infra-red of the background will be modified by the probe sector. Further note that, Ttt ∼ (E ·J),
which amounts to the Ohmic dissipation term from the perspective of the boundary field theory.
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4.5 A few words on the effective thermodynamics
We have argued in the previous sub-section that, the fluctuation modes will sense an effective
temperature Teff , which is an intensive variable. The thermodynamically conjugate variable is
entropy, which is extensive and dynamical. As argued in [40], only thermodynamic quantity that
can be reliably calculated in the probe limit is the free energy, which is simply given by the
on-shell action.
The basic idea of gauge-gravity duality equates the bulk gravity path integral with the dual
field theory path integral, i.e.
Zbulk = ZQFT , Zbulk = eiSbulk , Sbulk = Sgrav + Sprobe ,
subsequently ZQFT = eiSQFT , SQFT = Sadj + Sfund . (4.140)
Thus, in the probe limit i.e.Nf  Nc, the probe sector path integral will give the path integral for
the fundamental sector in the dual field theory. In Euclidean signature, this statement becomes
an equality of the partition functions of the two sides. However, as [40] has emphasized already,
this is useful as long as we calculate the free energy.
Now, a proposal to obtain the thermodynamic free energy was put forward in [41], which was
subsequently generalized in [13]. According to this proposal, the Helmholtz free energy is given
by
FH = Teff S(E)DBI
∣∣∣
on−shell
∼
∫ u∗
0
dudpξ (Lon−shell − ja′x) . (4.141)
Here u∗ is the osm event-horizon, S
(E)
DBI is the Euclidean DBI action. This is the only extensive
quantity that we can define.
On the other hand, given the existence of an osm event-horizon, and the open string data
{Gs,S}, where Gs is the open string coupling[42], there is an area associated and therefore a
natural notion of some entropic quantity, given by
s ∼ 1GsArea (S)
∣∣∣∣
τ=const, u=u∗
. (4.142)
However, it is not clear to us at present what this quantity physically corresponds to. One
possibility could be this measures the entanglement entropy for the pair creation process that
drives the steady-state current (similar to [43]), but we leave this for future work.
4.6 A dynamical horizon
So far, we have observed stationary space-time described by the open string metric. Here we will
review an example where the open string metric yields a dynamical geometry following [9]. Let
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us imagine for some given closed string metric, the induced metric on the probe worldvolume
takes the effective form
ds2 = −u2f(u)dV 2 + 2dV du+ u2dx2d , (4.143)
where we have introduced the Eddington-Finkelstein ingoing coordinate
dt = dV + h(u)du , with h(u) = − 1
u2f(u)
. (4.144)
The metric takes the usual black hole metric form in the {t, u}-patch. The corresponding DBI
action takes the following schematic form
SDBI = −τ
∫
dd+2ξe−φGd/2xx X , X =
[
1 +G−1xx
(
2fxufxV − f 2xuGtt
)]1/2
, (4.145)
where we have considered a generic field strength of the world volume f = fxu(u)dx ∧ du +
fxV (u)dx∧ dV , which is capable of capturing the physics we want. Subsequently, we will get the
following equation of motion
∂u
[
e−φG(d−2)/2xx (fxV − fxuGtt)
X
]
+ ∂V
[
e−φG(d−2)/2xx fxu
X
]
= 0 , (4.146)
∂ufxV + ∂V fux = 0 . (4.147)
The second condition above arises from the Bianchi identity.
A simple solution of the above equations is given by[9]
fxu = 0 , fxV = E(V ) , provided ∂u
[
e−φG(d−2)/2xx
X
]
= 0 . (4.148)
The last condition in (4.148) is trivially satisfied if (4.143) is an AdS4 metric with a vanishing
dilaton. The corresponding open string metric now takes the form
ds2osm =
(
Gtt +
E(V )2
Gxx
)
dV 2 + 2dV du+ u2dx22 , (4.149)
which has an AdS-Vaidya form. Choosing E(V ) to be a smooth function interpolating from zero
to a non-vanishing finite value, we can simulate the formation of an event horizon in the open
string metric. In the dual field theory this process of horizon formation encodes turning on a
time-dependent boundary current j(t) ∼ E(t). At each t = const slice, the geometry in (4.149)
has an apparent horizon located at (Gtt + E(V )
2/Gxx) = 0.
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5 Schrodinger symmetric background
We will now briefly discuss one special case which does not fall under the metric class that we
have discussed so far. This special case is the metric with Schro¨dinger isometry. This geometry
can be obtained by a non-relativistic deformation of the relativistic AdS-background[44, 45] in
e.g. type IIB supergravity
ds2 = − Ω
z2n
(
dX+
)2
+
1
z2
(−2dX+dX− + dx21 + dx22 + dz2)+ ds2X5 , (5.150)
B2 =
1
zn
A ∧ dX+ , F5 = (1 + ?) VolX5 , (5.151)
where z is the radial direction, X5 is an Einstein manifold and A is a vector eigenfunction of the
Laplacian on X5 and n is determined by the corresponding eigenvalue. The metric function Ω
obeys an inhomogeneous scalar Laplace equation on the internal manifold. When X5 is also a
Sasaki manifold, it is possible to preserve at least two real supercharges depending on the choice
of A[46]. It is easy to see that (5.150) arises from a deformation of an underlying AdS-metric.
Turning off Ω and A and identifying
X+ = t+ y , X− =
1
2
(t− y) , (5.152)
we recover an AdS5 geometry, where X
+ and X− are identified with the null coordinates.
The metric (5.150) is invariant under the Schrodinger group, denoted by Schr(d) in d-spatial
dimensions. This group is an analogue of the relativistic conformal group and has the following
generators: temporal translation, spatial translations, rotations, Galilean boosts, dilatation and
a special conformal transformation when n = 2. The index n, which encodes the information
of how spatial and the time directions in the dual field theory scale, is known as the dynamical
exponent. Note that, the dual field theory lives in 2-dimensions less: the time coordinate is
identified with X+ and x1 and x2 are the spatial directions.
For concreteness we will now focus on the case where X5 ≡ S5 and n = 2[47, 48, 49], which
can be written as an U(1) fibration over a Ka¨hler-Einstein base: CP2:
ds2S5 = (dχ+A)2 + dsCP 2 , dsCP 2 = dθ2 + cos2 θ
(
σ21 + σ
2
2 + sin
2 θσ23
)
, (5.153)
where σi, i = 1, 2, 3 are the SU(2) left-invariant one-forms (following notations of [50])
σ1 =
1
2
(cosα2dα1 + sinα1 sinα2dα3) , σ2 =
1
2
(sinα2dα1 − sinα1 cosα2dα3) ,
σ3 =
1
2
(dα2 + cosα1dα3) . (5.154)
Also, the vector field is given by A = cos2 θσ3. In this case, the background above can be
obtained from an AdS5 × S5 geometry by performing the null Melvin twist (nMT) procedure.
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Thus, an intuitive way to embed the D7-branes in the Schro¨dinger geometry will be to consider
an embedding analogous to section 2[50]. This means that the D7-brane wraps the following
directions: {X+, X−, x1, x2, z, α1, α2, α3} and θ(z) and χ(z) are the transverse scalars. Without
any loss of generality, we can set χ(z) = 0, since it has an U(1)-symmetry. Now, it can be easily
checked that the DBI action yields exactly the same result as in the purely AdS5 × S5 case.27
Hence, the simplest embedding — which corresponds to introducing massless flavors — is again
given by: θ(z) = 0.
To excite the gauge field analogous to (2.12), we consider[50]
Ax1 = −
1
2
EX+ − EX− + ax(z) . (5.155)
Following the similar chain of arguments, we will now have the open string event horizon and
the boundary flavor current
z2∗ =
1
E
, j = E3/2 , (5.156)
and finally the open string metric
ds2osm = −
1− E2z4
z2
dτ 2 +
1
z2
(
dx22 + dy
2
)
+
z6E4 + z4E3 + z2E2 + z2E + 1
z6E2 + z4E + z2
dx21
+
dz2
z2 (1− E3z6) + ds
2
S3 − 2Edx1σ3 , (5.157)
where we have redefined
dτ = dt− h(z)dz , h(z) = E
5/2z5
1− E3z6
√
z4E2 + z2E + 1
z2E + 1
. (5.158)
As before, we observe that the open string metric acquires an event horizon at z∗ = 1/
√
E in a
similar manner as before. As before, the fluctuation modes will be governed by an open string
equivalence principle and an effective thermodynamic description will prevail.
6 Further generalization: non-Abelian DBI
Let us begin with the non-Abelian version of the Dirac-Born-Infeld action[51]. In much of what
we present below, we will closely follow the notations and conventions of [52]. This reads
SDBI = −NfTD7STr
∫
d8ξ
√
detQ
[
det
(
Pab
[
Eµν + Eµi
(
Q−1 − δ)ij Ejν]+ 2piα′Fab)]1/2 ,(6.159)
27This is no accident. The fact that the Schro¨dinger background is obtained by the nMT procedure implies that
the DBI corresponding to the D7-brane embedded above remains invariant under the nMT transformations. It can
also be checked that the corresponding open string metric on the D7-brane is AdS5×S3 for the θ = 0 embedding.
On the other hand, for a generic dynamical exponent n 6= 2, the open string metric is a null deformation of the
AdS-metric: ds2osm = −z−2n
(
Ω− ||A||2) (dX+)2 + ds2AdS + . . ..
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where
Qji = δ
j
i + i (2piα
′)
[
Φi,Φj
]
Eij , (6.160)
Eµν = Gµν +Bµν . (6.161)
Furthermore, µ, ν = 0, . . . , 9; a, b = 0, . . . , 7 and i, j = 8, 9, which are all space-time indices.
Also, here STr corresponds to “symmetrized trace” and Φi denotes the profile function of the
brane. Evidently, the flavour index is suppressed in the above expressions.
To simplify the situation, we imagine placing Nf probe D7-branes in an AdS-background.
Thus, we can make use of the rotational symmetry along the {8, 9}-directions to set Φ9 = 0.
Thus we get Qji = δ
j
i . Furthermore, here Eµν = Gµν since the NS-NS anti-symmetric form
Bµν = 0. Thus, to evaluate (6.159), we need to compute only the pull-back of the background
metric, which is given by
Pab [G] = Gab + (2piα
′)2Gij
(
∂aΦ
i∂bΦ
j + i∂(aΦ
i
[
Ab),Φ
j
]− [Aa,Φi] [Ab,Φj]) . (6.162)
Let us now focus on the case of Nf = 2. In this case, the corresponding group U(2) is
generated by a set of 4 C-valued 2× 2 matrices:
σ0 =
(
1 0
0 1
)
, σ1 =
(
0 1
1 0
)
, σ2 =
(
0 −i
i 0
)
, σ3 =
(
1 0
0 −1
)
. (6.163)
Here σ0 is the identity matrix and σi, i = 1, 2, 3 are Pauli matrices. Let us suppose that we
excite a gauge field of the following form
A = A0(t, r)σ
0 + A3(t, r)σ
3 , (6.164)
where
AI(t, r) =
(−EIt+ aIx(r)) dx , I = 0, 3 . (6.165)
This yields the following field-strength
Fµν = F
0
µνσ0 + F
3
µνσ3
=
(
F 0txσ0 + F
3
txσ3
)
δtµδ
x
ν +
(
F 0rxσ0 + F
3
rxσ3
)
δrµδ
x
ν
=
(−E0σ0 − E3σ3) δtµδxν + ((∂ra0x)σ0 + (∂ra3x)σ3) δrµδxν . (6.166)
Evidently, we have used the fact that σ0,3 are diagonal and therefore commute with each other.
Now, to simplify the pull-back in (6.162), we follow the arguments outlined in [52]: First,
using the U(1) ⊂ U(2), we align the σ0 flavour-direction parallel to the profile function Φ8.
Subsequently, since we are exciting only an “isospin” gauge direction (the one along σ3), the
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representation in the flavour space is completely diagonal. This implies that all commutators
in (6.162) involving the embedding function Φ8 and the gauge field Aµ will vanish identically.
Hence we completely decouple the fields Φ8 and Aµ.
Thus, we evaluate the action in (6.159) to be
SDBI = −2TD7
∫
d8ξ
√
−detP [G] STr (σ0 + ||F ||2)1/2 , (6.167)
||F ||2 = ∣∣∣∣F0σ0 + F3σ3∣∣∣∣2 (6.168)
= GttGxx
(
F 0txσ0 + F
3
txσ3
)2
+GrrGxx
(
F 0rxσ0 + F
3
rxσ3
)2
= GttGxx diag
{(
F 0tx + F
3
tx
)2
,
(
F 0tx − F 3tx
)2}
+ GrrGxx diag
{(
F 0rx + F
3
rx
)2
,
(
F 0rx − F 3rx
)2}
. (6.169)
In the above calculations, we have used the explicit forms of the Pauli matrices given in (6.163).
Finally we get
SDBI = −2TD7
∫
d8ξ
√
−detP [G]
[(
1 +GttGxxE2+ +G
xxGrra′2+
)1/2
+
(
1 +GttGxxE2− +G
xxGrra′2−
)1/2]
, (6.170)
with
E± = −
(
F 0tx ± F 3tx
)
, a±(r) = a0x(r)± a3x(r) , (6.171)
where aI ’s are first introduced in (6.165).
It is evident from (6.170) that the embedding profile Φ is contained entirely inside(√−detP [G])-piece of the action. Thus, if in the absence of E± and a±, a profile function
satisfies P [G] = G, i.e. Φ = constant, then at any finite value of {E±, a±}, Φ = constant will
also satisfy the equations of motion. This is what we normally call a trivial embedding. For now,
we will restrict ourselves only to these trivial embeddings. It is also noteworthy that E± can
be interpreted as independent electric fields at the boundary theory and a± should subsequently
contain the information of the corresponding currents.
Now, the equation of motion resulting from (6.170) are given by
√−detGGxxGrra′±
(1 +GttGxxE2± +GxxGrra′2±)
1/2
= j± , (6.172)
where j± are the corresponding constants of integration. Due to the decoupling of the ±-modes,
it is evident that there will be corresponding boundary currents
J± ∼ δSDBI
δA±
∣∣∣∣
cut−off
∼ j± . (6.173)
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Thus, classically, we are still describing a decoupled system driven with an external field E± and
having a response current j±.
Evaluated on an AdS-background, where Gtt = − r2L2 , Gxx = r
2
L2
= G−1rr , the solution for the
decoupled gauge-modes are
a′± =
j±
r2
√
E2±L4 − r4√
j2± − r6
=⇒ lim
r→∞
a± = − j±
2r2
+ . . . . (6.174)
Thus, the on-shell Lagrangian takes the following form
LDBI ∼ r4
(√
E2+L
4 − r4
j2+ − r6
+
√
E2−L4 − r4
j2− − r6
)
. (6.175)
Subsequently, we get two decoupled pseudo-horizons
r(±)∗ =
(
E2±L
4
)1/4
. (6.176)
It is natural to expect that there will be two decoupled sets of fluctuations, corresponding to
the ±-modes, that will sense the above pseudo-horizon as the corresponding open string metric
event-horizon.
Now, we discuss the physics of the fluctuation modes. To that end, let us imagine the following
fluctuations28
Φ8,9 = Φ8,90 + δϕ
8,9 , Aa = Aaclass + δA
a
0σ
0 + δAai σ
i , (6.177)
where Φ8,90 describe the classical profile and A
0
class is given in (6.165). Thus, δϕ and δA correspond
to fluctuation modes. Evidently, we can write the fluctuation modes as
δϕi = δϕiI σ
I =⇒ δϕi =
(
δϕi+ δϕ
i
12
δϕi21 δϕ
i
−
)
, (6.178)
where
δϕi± = δϕ
i
0 ± δϕi3 , δϕi12 = δϕi1 − iδϕi2 , δϕi21 = δϕi1 + iδϕi2 . (6.179)
As we have explained before, in this case the fluctuation action will be determined from the
expansion
Sfluc = −2TD7
∫
d8ξ STr
√−deta
(
1 +
1
2
trab
(
a−1a(1)
)
+
1
8
(
trab
(
a−1a(1)
))2
− 1
4
trab
((
a−1a(1)
)2)
+
1
2
trab
(
a−1a(2)
)
+ . . .
)
, (6.180)
28We will restrict ourselves to the scalar and the vector fluctuations only.
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where
aab = Gab + Fab , a
(1)
ab = δFab , a
(2)
ab = Gij∂aδϕ
i∂bδϕ
j . (6.181)
It is again clear that (6.180) involves the inversion of the a-matrix in order to determine the
“effective metric” in the kinetic term for the fluctuations.
Now let us focus on the scalar kinetic term. Using (6.180) and (B.19) we get
Sscalarfluc = −2TD7
∫
d8ξ
√−detaGij
[S+ab (∂aδϕi+) (∂bδϕj+)+ S−ab (∂aδϕi−) (∂bδϕj−)
+
(S+ab + S−ab) ((∂aδϕi12) (∂bδϕj21)+ (∂bδϕi12) (∂aδϕj21))]+ interactions . (6.182)
Proceeding in a similar manner, we can also get
Svectorfluc = −
TD7
2
∫
d8ξ
√−deta [S+abS+cd δF ac+ δF bd+ + S−abS−cd δF ac− δF bd−
+
(S+abS+cd + S−abS−cd) δF ac12 δF bd21 ]+ interactions . (6.183)
The fluctuation action in (6.182) and (6.183) are highly suggestive: Within each spin-sector,
there are 3 different modes (corresponding to “+”, “−” and “12”) that sense three different
effective geometries, subsequently given by S+, S− and (S+ + S−). These distinct modes “see”
three distinct event horizons, given by
GttGxx + (E0 ± E3)2 = 0 , and GttGxx + E20 + E23 = 0 . (6.184)
In AdS-space this yields
r±∗ =
(
E2±
)1/4
L , rint∗ =
[
1
2
(
E2+ − E2−
)]1/4
L . (6.185)
Note that
r+∗ > r
int
∗ . (6.186)
Clearly, rint∗ = 0, if E+ = E−, which means F
3
tx = 0.
7 Conclusions
In this article we have shown, with numerous examples and in details, how an open string equiva-
lence principle emerges when one considers the fluctuations of open string degrees of freedom em-
bedded in a closed string geometry. The examples we have discussed are mostly 10-dimensional,
i.e. have well-defined stringy completions and hence well-defined dual field theories as well, at
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least in principle. This open string equivalence principle results in an effective temperature in
the steady-state probe system. This effective temperature enters in e.g. fluctuation-dissipation
relations, among other things.
Many issues we have left untouched though. For example, we have completely ignored the
backreaction of the probe sector. This backreaction will introduce explicit time-dependence
in the problem since the constant energy that gets pumped into the system because of Ohmic
dissipation, will eventually start increasing the background event horizon. If we keep the constant
electric field turned on for a long but finite amount of time, it is likely that the dynamics will
merge the background event horizon with the initial open string metric event horizon. This will
be an interesting merger process to study. Furthermore, as we have seen, backreaction effects
grow in the deep IR, which can lead to non-trivial ground states for the system.
Moving away from explicit time-dependence, the identification of the area of osm event horizon
is an intriguing problem. It is also noteworthy that, the osm naturally allows a Kruskal extension
and henceforth an Einstein-Rosen bridge. Although this is simply obtained by maximal analytic
extension of a particular coordinate system, and does not come from an underlying dynamical
process, this has the same flavour as the ER=EPR conjecture[53], in the context of gauge-gravity
duality[43]. It will be extremely interesting to pin this problem down.
We end on the following note: As far as exploring governing principles of non-equilibrium
physics is concerned, we have analyzed a tiny and a very special corner of it. It seems necessary
that one studies the entire evolution process in details and look carefully for any universal
qualitative feature that may survive the details of the system and the dynamics. Thus a complete
understanding of the dynamical process is an enticing avenue for further and future work.
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Appendix A. Fluctuations of the classical profile
We will outline the steps towards obtaining action for the quadratic fluctuations. Without loss
of generality, let us focus for a Dp-brane, where p ∈ [0, 9]. We will first discuss the bosonic part
of the fluctuations. Let us denote the embedding of the probe brane by
Xµ = Xµ0 + Σ
iδµi , (A.1)
where Xµ0 denotes the classical profile of the probe, and Σ
i denotes the transverse fluctuations.
Here the indices µ, ν, ρ = 0, . . . 9; the indices i, j, k = (p+1), . . . , 9 and the indices a, b, c = 0 . . . p.
Clearly, the Greek indices µ, ν, ρ etc.are used for the ten dimensional background, the indices
i, j, k etc. are used to represent the transverse fluctuations (which, for the D7-brane probes
described in section 2 are denoted by δθ and δφ respectively), and finally the indices a, b, c are
used to represent the world volume of the probe brane.
The background metric Gµν can be expanded under (A.1) as
Gµν = G
0
µν +
(
∂ρG
0
µν
)
Σiδρi +
1
2
(
∂ρ∂σG
0
µν
)
ΣiΣjδρi δ
σ
j + . . . . (A.2)
Here G0µν denotes the background metric evaluated at the classical profile of the probe.
Now, the induced metric (up to quadratic order in the transverse fluctuations) on the probe
D-brane can be obtained from the following formula
gab ≡ P [Gab] = Gµν∂aXµ∂bXν
= g
(0)
ab + g
(1)
ab + g
(2)
ab , (A.3)
where
g
(0)
ab = G
0
µν (∂aX
µ
0 ) (∂bX
ν
0 ) , (A.4)
g
(1)
ab =
(
∂ρG
0
µν
)
(∂aX
µ
0 ) (∂bX
ν
0 ) Σ
iδρi +G
0
µν
[
(∂aX
µ
0 )
(
∂bΣ
i
)
δνi + (∂bX
ν
0 )
(
∂aΣ
i
)
δµi
]
, (A.5)
and
g
(2)
ab = G
0
µν
(
∂aΣ
i
) (
∂bΣ
j
)
δµi δ
ν
j +
1
2
(∂aX
µ
0 ) (∂bX
ν
0 )
(
∂ρ∂σG
0
µν
)
ΣiΣjδρi δ
σ
j
+
(
∂ρG
0
µν
)
Σiδρi
[
(∂aX
µ
0 )
(
∂bΣ
j
)
δνj + (∂bX
ν
0 )
(
∂aΣ
j
)
δµj
]
. (A.6)
Now the action functional for the probe brane is given by
Sbosonprobe = −Tp
∫
dp+1ξe−Φ
√
−det (Eab) + (Wess− Zumino) , (A.7)
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where ξ represents the world volume coordinates, and the Wess-Zumino term depends on the
dimensionality of the Dp-brane as well as the background fluxes.
To proceed further, let us now define
Eab = E
(0)
ab + E
(1)
ab + E
(2)
ab , (A.8)
with
E
(0)
ab = g
(0)
ab + fab + P [B] , E
(1)
ab = g
(1)
ab + δfab , E
(2)
ab = g
(2)
ab , (A.9)
where P [B] is the pull back of the NS-NS 2-form, fab denotes the worldvolume gauge field and
δfab is the vector fluctuation. Now, to find the quadratic action, we use the following expansion
det(−Eab)1/2 = det
(
−E(0)ab
)1/2 [
1 +
1
2
TrM − 1
4
TrM2 +
1
8
(TrM)2
]
+ . . . , (A.10)
where
M =
(
E(0)
)−1 (
E(1) + E(2)
)
. (A.11)
At the quadratic order, we get the following contributions
1
2
TrM =⇒ 1
2
Tr
[(
g(0) + f
)−1
g(2)
]
, (A.12)
1
8
(TrM)2 =⇒ 1
8
Tr
[(
g(0) + f
)−1 (
g(1) + δf
)]
Tr
[(
g(0) + f
)−1 (
g(1) + δf
)]
,(A.13)
1
4
TrM2 =⇒ 1
4
Tr
[(
g(0) + f
)−1 (
g(1) + δf
) (
g(0) + f
)−1 (
g(1) + δf
)]
. (A.14)
It is evident that inverting the matrix (g(0) + f) is crucial in determining the quadratic action.
Inversion of (g(0) +f) will consist of two pieces: a symmetric and an anti-symmetric one, denoted
by S and A respectively. Following [42], these pieces are obtained to be((
g(0) + f
)−1)ab
= Sab +Aab , (A.15)
Sab =
(
1
g(0) + f
· g(0) · 1
g(0) − f
)ab
, Sab = g(0)ab −
(
f · (g(0))−1 · f)
ab
, (A.16)
Aab = −
(
1
g(0) + f
· f · 1
g(0) − f
)ab
. (A.17)
Let us now discuss the fermionic part. The quadratic term is given by[54, 55, 24]
Sfermionprobe =
Tp
2
∫
dp+1ξe−Φ
√
−det (E(0)) ψ¯ (1− Γp) (ΓaDa −∆ + Lp)ψ , (A.18)
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where ψ is the fermionic fluctuation field. In type IIA, this is a 10 dimensional Majorana spinor
and in type IIB this is a positive chirality doublet Majorana-Weyl spinor. The worldvolume
gamma matrices Γa are pull-back of the 10 dimensional gamma matrices Γµ:
Γa = Γµ (∂aX
µ) = Γµe
µ
µ (∂aX
µ) , (A.19)
where Xµ represents the 10 dimensional spacetime, and the vielbein is given by
eµ = e
µ
ν dX
ν . (A.20)
Let us now define the other operators appearing in (A.18). For type IIA description (where
p = 2n is even-valued)
Γ(2n) =
∑
q+r=n
(−1)r+1 (Γ(10))r+1 a1...a2qb1...b2r+1
q! (2r + 1)!2q
√−detE Fa1a2 . . .Fa2q−1a2qΓb1...b2r+1 , (A.21)
L(2n) =
∑
q≥1, q+r=n
(−1)r+1 (Γ(10))r+1 a1...a2qb1...b2r+1
q! (2r + 1)!2q
√−detE Fa1a2 . . .Fa2q−1a2qΓ
c
b1...b2r+1
Dc ,(A.22)
whereas for type IIB (where p = 2n+ 1 is odd-valued) we have
Γ(2n+1) =
∑
q+r=n+1
(−1)r+1 (iσ2) (σ3)r a1...a2qb1...b2r
q! (2r)!2q
√−detE Fa1a2 . . .Fa2q−1a2qΓb1...b2r , (A.23)
L(2n+1) =
∑
q≥1, q+r=n+1
(−1)r+1 (iσ2) (σ3)r a1...a2qb1...b2r
q! (2r)!2q
√−detE Fa1a2 . . .Fa2q−1a2qΓ
c
b1...b2r
Dc .(A.24)
Here σ2,3 denotes the Pauli matrices, and  is the epsilon-tensor. Furthermore, we have defined
F = P [B] + f , (A.25)
where P [B] denotes the pull back of the NS-NS anti-symmetric 2-form and F is the worldvolume
gauge field. The operators Dc and ∆ are defined as follows:
Dµ = D
(0)
µ +Wµ , ∆ = ∆
(1) + ∆(2) . (A.26)
Now, in type IIA, we have
D(0)µ = ∇µ +
1
4 · 2!HµνρΓ
νρΓ(10) , (A.27)
Wµ = −1
8
eΦ
(
1
2
FνρΓ
νρΓ(10) +
1
4!
FνρσλΓ
νρσλ
)
Γµ , (A.28)
∆(1) =
1
2
(
Γµ∂µΦ +
1
2 · 3!HµνρΓ
µνρΓ(10)
)
, (A.29)
∆(2) =
1
8
eΦ
(
3
2!
FµνΓ
µνΓ(10) − 1
4!
FµνρσΓ
µνρσ
)
. (A.30)
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In type IIB, we have
D(0)µ = ∇µ +
1
4 · 2!HµνρΓ
νρσ3 , (A.31)
Wµ =
1
8
eΦ
(
FµΓ
µ (iσ2) +
1
3!
FνρσΓ
νρσσ1 +
1
2 · 5!FνρσλκΓ
νρσλκ (iσ2)
)
Γµ , (A.32)
∆(1) =
1
2
(
Γµ∂µΦ +
1
2 · 3!HµνρΓ
µνρσ3
)
, (A.33)
∆(2) = −1
2
eΦ
(
FµΓ
µ (iσ2) +
1
2 · 3!FµνρΓ
µνρσ1
)
, (A.34)
where
∇µ = ∂µ + 1
4
Ω
νρ
µ Γνρ (A.35)
is the covariant derivative.
Let us further note that, after making a few formal manipulations as outlined in [24], the
operator Lp can be rewritten as
L(2n) = −Γ(2n)
∑
q≥1
(
Γ(10)
)q
(F q)ab ΓaDb , (A.36)
L(2n+1) = −Γ(2n+1)
∑
q≥1
(−σ3)q (F q)ab ΓaDb , (A.37)
where we have defined
(F q)ab = Fa c1F c1c2 . . .F cq−2cq−1F cq−1b . (A.38)
Furthermore, let us also define
E˜
(0)
ab = g
(0)
ab + Γ˜(10)Fab , (A.39)
where
type IIA : Γ˜(10) = Γ(10) , type IIB : Γ˜(10) = Γ(10) ⊗ σ3 . (A.40)
Using (A.36)-(A.40), we can rewrite the action in (A.18) as
Sfermionprobe =
Tp
2
∫
dp+1ξe−Φ
√
−det (E(0)) ψ¯ (1− Γp)
((
E˜−1(0)
)ab
ΓbDa −∆
)
ψ . (A.41)
Thus the role of the operator Lp is to redefine the kinetic term and we further observe that the
inversion of the E˜(0) matrix, as defined in (A.39), plays a crucial role in determining the effective
geometry observed by the fermionic fluctuations.
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Appendix B. Probe energy-momentum tensor
We can write the probe stress-energy in a covariant form. Imagine that the probe action is given
by
Sprobe = −τ
∫
[dξ]e−φ
√
−det(G+ F ) = −τ
∫
[dξ]e−φ
√−detM . (B.1)
Here τ is a overall constant that sets the brane tension. The variation of the above action will
yield
− δ√−detM e−φ = 1
2
e−φ
√−detM (MabδMab) , (B.2)
where
M−1 = S +A , (B.3)
Sab =
(
1
G+ F
)ab
sym
=
(
1
G+ F
·G · 1
G− F
)ab
, (B.4)
Aab =
(
1
G+ F
)ab
anti−sym
= −
(
1
G+ F
· F · 1
G− F
)ab
, (B.5)
δMab = δGab + δFab . (B.6)
Now, the variation of the probe action, evaluated on-shell, will yield the following stress-
energy tensor
|Ttt| ∼ κ2TDq e
φ
2
G
(p−m−9)/2
c
G
(p+1)/2
xx
J2E2e2φGm+1c Gxx − |Gtt|2GqcGmxxGyy
[(|Gtt|Gyy − E2) (|Gtt|GqcGmxx − J2e2φGm+1c Gxx)]1/2
, (B.7)
|Tyy| ∼ κ2TDq e
φ
2
G
(p−m−9)/2
c
G
(p+1)/2
xx
G2yy
√
|Gtt|GmxxGqc − J2e2φGm+1c Gxx
|Gtt|Gyy − E2 , (B.8)
|Txx| ∼ κ2TDq (m− 1)e
φ
2
G
(p+2q−m−9)/2
c
G
(p−2m)/2
xx
√
Gxx(|Gtt|Gyy − E2)
|Gtt|GmxxGqc − J2e2φGm+1c Gxx
, (B.9)
|Tuu| ∼ κ2TDq e
φ
2
G
(p−m−9)/2
c Guu
|Gtt|G(p+1)/2xx
[
(|Gtt|Gyy − E2)(|Gtt|GmxxGqc − J2e2φGm+1c Gxx)
]1/2
,(B.10)
|Tαβ| ∼ κ2TDq (m+ 1− q)e
φ
2
G
(p+2q−m−7)/2
c
G
(p+1−2m)/2
xx
√
(|Gtt|Gyy − E2)
|Gtt|GmxxGqc − J2e2φGm+1c Gxx
ηαβ . (B.11)
Here ηαβ represents the metric components on the unit-volume manifold M8−p.
Here we will also derive the expression for the open string metric, both for the Abelian case
and for the non-Abelian case. Let’s consider the Abelian one first. Note the following:
(G+ F )−1 = S +A , (B.12)
(G− F )−1 = S −A , (B.13)
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which implies
S = 1
2
[
(G+ F )−1 + (G− F )−1]
= (G+ F )−1 ·G · (G− F )−1 . (B.14)
Similarly,
A = 1
2
[
(G+ F )−1 − (G− F )−1]
= − (G+ F )−1 · F · (G− F )−1 . (B.15)
From (B.14), it is clear that
S−1 = (G− F )G−1 (G+ F ) = G− (FG−1F) . (B.16)
Clearly, (B.14) and (B.16) define the open string metric with upper and lower indices respectively.
Let us now consider the case of SU(2). In this case, we have defined
a = Gσ0 + F0σ
0 + F3σ
3 =
(
G+ F0 + F3 0
0 G+ F0 − F3
)
. (B.17)
Proceeding along similar lines as outlined above, we can show
S = ((G+ F0)σ0 + F3σ3)−1 ·G · ((G− F0)σ0 − F3σ3)−1 . (B.18)
=⇒ S−1 = [G− F0G−1F0 − F3G−1F3]σ0 + (F0G−1F3 − F3G−1F0)σ3 (B.19)
To derive the last line, we have used the fact (σ3)
2
= σ0 and σ3σ0 = σ0σ3 = σ3. We can write
down the open string metric (with indices lowered) as
S−1 =
(
S+ 0
0 S−
)
,
S± = G− (F0 ± F3)G−1 (F0 ± F3) . (B.20)
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